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New product development is the lifeblood of most organizations. In 2004, U.S. companies derived 
28.0% of their revenues and 28.3% of their profits from products introduced in the past five years.i 
Service companies lagged goods producing companies, deriving only 24.1% of their revenues and 
21.7% of their profits from products introduced in the past five years.ii Nonetheless, companies have 
decreased investment in new-to-the-world products from 20.4% of their portfolios in 1990 to 11.5% in 
2004, and instead increased investment in additions, modifications, and improvements to existing 
products lines from 40.8% to 61.4%.iii Recent examination of “blue ocean” strategies suggests that 
companies must resume investing in innovation to grow and be profitable: 63% of revenues and 38% 
of profits are derived from the 14% of new business launches that innovatively fill gaps in the market.iv 
Our collective consulting and teaching experience suggests that many companies have lost their 
ability to innovate, and are struggling to relearn the fundamentals. In this paper, we review those 
fundamentals via the lessons learned from the students in our classes on new product development, 
in the hopes of providing a basic primer to those organizations wishing to reacquaint themselves with 
the innovation process. 

There are a number of courses offered at universities and colleges around the U.S. that strive 
to teach students in engineering, business and design what the innovation process entails and to 
engage them in cross-disciplinary innovation teams to experience and learn about the process (Table 
1). This paper focuses on one such course offered jointly by the University of California at Berkeley 
and the California College of the Arts, and on the lessons learned by students from that class over the 
past five years. Students in Managing New Product Design and Development participate in cross-
disciplinary teams of four to six students who are asked to take an idea through to first-pass prototype 
during the fifteen-week semester. Students propose their own ideas for projects, and form teams 
around shared interests. The teams then proceed through the basic steps in an innovation process: 
development of a mission statement, understanding of customer and user needs, concept generation, 
concept selection, prototyping and testing, and basic financial analysis.v They are coached throughout 
the semester by faculty as well as design coaches recruited from local industry, and present their final 
designs at a tradeshow at the end of the semester that is judged by industry experts. 

One of the critical elements of any course is to assess how much the students have learned 
during the semester. To determine what they have learned, and to give students a chance to reflect 
on their experiences with the innovation process, we ask them to prepare a set of Post-It notes on 
which they write the salient lessons learned during the semester. They bring these notes to the last 
class and, in teams that cut across projects, they share the notes, cluster them and discuss similarities 
and differences in the lessons learned. The exercise elicits meaningful reflection and conversation, 
and provides course faculty with insight as to what the students took away from the team projects. 

We collected the student-generated Post-It notes for the past 5 years, categorized them, and 
captured the common lessons learned. Of the 1,976 lessons learned, 47% are associated with the 
innovation process itself and the other 53% with the dynamics of working in cross-disciplinary teams. 
We focus most of this paper on the process lessons learned, and briefly summarize the highlights of 
what the students learned about team dynamics at the end.   

 
Process Management Lessons Learned 
 
Table 2 shows the breakdown of process lessons learned by category. Nearly 40% of the lessons 
learned are around understanding customer and user needs, partly due to the fact that customer-
experience design is a focus of the course, but also because students recognize it as such a central 
and difficult element of the design process. The other lessons learned are relatively evenly spread 



among mission statement development, concept generation, concept selection, and prototyping and 
testing. We examine each of these categories, integrating students’ lessons learned (in quotes) with 
updates from recent research on innovation management and highlighting key lessons that in our 
experience practitioners in many organizations are struggling to learn or relearn. 

  
Mission Statement Development and Management 
 
Research on product definition practices at Hewlett-Packard found that the mission statement, a 
succinct description of the value proposition of a product or service, is critical in framing a team’s work 
and was missing in a number of failed projects.vi The students learn this each year as well: “Having a 
clear target user group and product description (i.e., a clear mission statement) is essential for 
maintaining coherence through the design process.” Good mission statements tell a “compelling 
story,” explore “project meaning,” or describe “what would make the product an ‘icon’ for the target 
market.” Mission statements are critical in scoping the team’s work: “Don’t try to be all things to all 
people… [P]ick a segment you can fulfill, and focus accordingly. Don’t waiver.” But remaining focused 
is not always easy. Practitioners regularly talk of “feature creep,” of the interference of senior 
management in project definition, or the lack of direction from a well-conceived product portfolio plan 
to guide the project’s development.   

On the other hand, a mission statement cannot remain static throughout a project. Instead, it 
is thoughtfully modified by the team as they learn more about the market. “Be willing to modify your 
mission statement. Sometimes what you think originally just doesn’t make sense as you progress.” 
Understanding markets and segmenting them is critical in mission statement formulation and 
reformulation. Some mission statements change quite radically as teams search for meaning based 
needs. One team, upon learning more about the meaning of manicures, migrated from a focus on the 
ergonomic design of a fingernail polish bottle to design false nails with electronics embedded in them 
that allow a user to change nail color with the press of a button. Some firms with which we work lack 
mechanisms or structure to escalate information important to changing a mission statement to the 
appropriate levels, while others are unable to get beyond fundamental—e.g., a low cost, high quality 
product for the low end market—descriptions to provide more motivating and interesting mission 
statements that tightly connect to a meaning-based user need. 

Mission statements play an important role in team process and efficiency. “The mission 
statement process was quite useful in forcing us to make explicit some of our assumptions of what we 
were going to work on. One interesting result was that we found we had significant differences about 
what those assumptions were. The mission statement provided us a framework in which to debate 
and resolve our differences.” As we discuss in the section on team dynamics, the student teams 
represent the ultimate in “organic” team structures. In such teams, a guiding mission statement is 
critical. This shows up in research on communications among team members. Successful teams have 
greater agreement about their projects and what they are trying to accomplish at milestones or 
deliverable due dates, but diverge more widely between milestones than do less successful teams.vii 
Figure 1 shows the semantic coherence of communications among team members for two teams in 
the class, one high performing and the other low performing. The high performing team questions its 
mission statement, exploring alternatives extensively between critical milestones, but reaches strong 
agreement at the milestones. The low performing team, on the other hand, rarely has strong 
convergence on its direction and shows declining convergence as it reaches product delivery. 

In short, the mission statement—whatever it may be called in a given organization—must be 
derived from the firm’s broader product or service portfolio strategy, must lead to shared 
understanding among members of the team about what they are doing, must be changed judiciously 
as new information is collected, and must be the focus of healthy debate by the team throughout the 
development process.  

 
Customer and User Needs Understanding 
 



Studies of product success and failure over the past thirty plus years have shown that understanding 
customer and user needs is critical to product success, and that lack of understanding it the greatest 
failure mode for new product development.viii Selective examination of 70 winners of IDSA’s Industrial 
Design Excellence Awards for contribution of those products to business also showed that the fuel 
that fires real innovation—and with it business success—is concern for the customer’s real needs.ix 
The students learned well about the importance of understanding customer and user needs: “It is very 
easy to believe that you know your market, when in fact you don’t.” “Listen, listen, and listen again.” 
“Sometimes it’s OK to build it and they will come. But usually it’s not.” They also recognized that user 
research must be done throughout the development process, not just at the beginning: 
“Assessing/updating user needs never ends!” “Get feedback from experts/users: problems that you 
hadn’t thought of always come up during implementation.”   
 Students learned specifically the value of observational and ethnographic research to unearth 
needs and potential solutions. “Ask why—find out what’s behind customers’ certain behavior.” 
“Observation and past stories can give hints to latent needs.” “While quantitative research has its 
place, we felt that the qualitative research we did—particularly videotaping our prospective customers 
in situ—was irreplaceable.” In particular, they saw observational research as providing insight into the 
context in which their solutions would be used: “There is no substitute for at least an approximation of 
ethnographic research. Watch people doing the tasks and in the context you are designing for.” “We 
are not only designing a new physical product, but a part of people’s life.” And, they learned the value 
in capturing user needs information in personas: “Ground the conversation on an ‘individualization’ to 
avoid the bias that each member envisions themselves as the end user.”   
 A number of teams found it difficult to cope with such individual biases on the teams: 
“Personal knowledge of an activity for which you are doing research can give you a biased view of 
user needs.” They learned that “What customers say doesn’t always equal what they do” and that it is 
sometimes difficult to listen to customers and still keep the team motivated: “Don’t get too excited by 
your ideas, customers may completely disagree.” “The results of our customer needs analysis were 
‘somewhat discouraging’ because we found out that most customers were not very interested in some 
of our ‘cool ideas.’ But, we were successful in more clearly identifying the true needs of our potential 
customers.”  
 The students also learned that understanding customer needs doesn’t stop with observation 
and interviews, but that the interpretation of the data gathered is critical. “[It’s] difficult to translate user 
statements to user needs.” “While asking the customer what they want sounds simple and logical, 
someone still needs to interpret. Even following the best process around, if there is not insight 
/empathy /intuition, it’s all for naught.” “Many times customer needs are all over the map, making it 
difficult to judge which needs to focus on.” Interpretation, or extracting insights from customer data, is 
a difficult task that is highlighted as one of the most critical ones in the “design thinking” process.x  In 
fact, the ability to really listen to customers, and take dissonant information into account, is non-trivial 
for many organizations. Research shows that individuals, when confronted with a problem—in this 
case information about customer and user needs that is dissonant with their beliefs—will often choose 
to discard the anomalous evidence or hope the inconsistencies will go away. Groups, on the other 
hand, tend to focus their conversations on the inconsistent findings, sometimes leading to conceptual 
change or real discoveries.xi Processing customer and user needs information to generate insight as 
a multidisciplinary group may be critical to the innovation process.  
 In sum, understanding customer and user needs is at the core of successful product and 
service development, but is not done well in a large number of firms. Further, in our experience many 
firms engage in what we call arms length customer and user needs assessment. These firms are so 
focused on collecting statistically significant data that they fail to fully understand their customers as 
they could through more ethnographic or observational research. Other firms, particularly in 
California’s Silicon Valley where our schools are located, have been technology focused for so long 
they struggle to shift their development processes to be more customer experience driven. The 
lessons the students learn are highly relevant: invest heavily in understanding customer and user 
needs throughout the product development process, dig deeply to understand why the customers do 
what they do, carefully interpret the information and frame it to identify important needs on which to 



focus the development effort, and use the information to keep all team members from reverting to their 
own personal biases about what the product should or could do. “Be patient, teasing out all 
customers’ needs is a slow process, but one that is critical to a successful product development.” 
 
 
Concept Generation 
 
The basic rules of brainstorming can be found on various Web sites and in many books on innovation 
and creativity.xii Yet, there is considerable evidence that groups do not abide by these rules and thus 
significantly reduce their idea generation productivity. xiii Our experience working with practitioners in 
concept or idea generation exercises corroborates this research. Despite being given very direct 
instruction about how to brainstorm, many practitioner groups revert to the classic approach used daily 
in conference rooms around the world of giving one person a pen and making that person the idea 
recorder. Ideas are stifled as the person filters, struggles to keep up, and others in the room argue 
with each idea. Participants also often lack a sense of “psychological safety” in which to put forth 
different or seemingly radical ideas.xiv

 Well over half of the students’ lessons learned about concept generation were focused on the 
structure of brainstorming sessions, the tools used and how to use them to achieve the best results. 
Students felt strongly that “brainstorming works best if done individually and as a group (versus only in 
groups)”. They found that using organized approaches to brainstorming resulted in the highest 
quantity of ideas —“analyzing new ideas with a matrix can lead to more ideas rather than less” and 
“post-its provide a terrific way to conduct an idea generation session”. Early on, teams often reverted 
to what they were used to—talking and arm waving—but quickly learned that “forcing yourself to come 
up with ideas (sketches, models, names) yields surprisingly good results” and “brainstorming and 
concept generation is much easier when working with visual people.” 
 The students learned that “innovation has many sources”. “Use outside stimulation…. Many 
interesting connections can be created between seemingly very different products or ideas.” More 
importantly, taking lessons learned from the customer/user research phase and applying them to the 
concept development phase afforded some teams a level of continuity and goals. “The real trick is to 
convert an idea into a perceivable value to the customer.” “Don’t neglect the emotional aspects of a 
product experience.” Concept generation with a team taught some students a lot about themselves as 
well as the value of having different mindsets on the team to “push people outside their comfort zone”. 
One team member remarked “I need to quiet my pragmatic mind in order to allow creativity (mine and 
others) to flow”. All students concurred, “Working in a multidisciplinary team generates a greater 
diversity of concepts than just an engineering team, a business team or a design team.”  

It is during concept generation that the teams began to learn about the art of managing the 
divergence and convergence cycles of the innovation process. “Product development has 
characteristics of an art” and that “design is the art of negotiation.” Recent Ph.D. research by Caneel 
Joyce at the Haas School of Business examines need for closure and tolerance for ambiguity, and 
finds that successful teams show greater diversity among team members in these personal 
characteristics. In short, the tension between those with high need for closure or high intolerance for 
ambiguity and those on the other end of the scale is important to successful innovation outcomes. The 
challenge, of course, is managing that tension within the teams. Classic MBA training both attracts 
students who have high need for closure and teaches analytical methods for reaching closure, while 
classic design training attracts those with high tolerance for ambiguity and lower need for closure and 
teaches synthetic methods for coping with ambiguity. Those teams that understand, appreciate, and 
leverage these differences perform better in the end. 

In short, concept generation requires paying close attention to the process itself so that ideas 
are solicited from all team members and idea production is free flowing, creating a sense of 
psychological safety within which team members feel comfortable putting forth new or different ideas, 
using outside stimuli—whether people, artifacts, or ideas, remaining focused on value generation for 
the custo er, and balancing the team’s need for closure with its ability to live with ambiguity.   m

  



Concept Selection 
 
Research on concept selection finds that there is no difference between the quality of ideas generated 
and that of those selected. In other words, while teams generate a wide range of ideas, they tend to 
select ones that are average. Apparently, while people are capable of identifying ideas that are both 
original and feasible, they do not spontaneously use both criteria. When left on their own, they 
gravitate towards useful and feasible, but unoriginal ideas.xv This startling finding suggests a need to 
understand the concept selection process much better.   

We surveyed a handful of the design firms with which we work closely on their approaches to 
concept selection and found that they were largely informal. While clearly focused on meeting pre-
defined criteria—“The selection process goes back to the business definition. How best does the 
concept and proposed design reduce the risk inherent in any innovation process, meet the needs of 
the defined customer, and ultimately stimulate the customers to part with their money?” —they 
confessed to “a lot of subjective ‘what feels right’ after the concepts have met that criteria.” Many firms 
use “multi-voting” during which individuals present at the meeting are each given a number of votes to 
be cast for ideas they support for further development. Few of them, however, really think through the 
critical assumptions underlying multivoting: each person’s vote should get equal weight, all important 
criteria (e.g., manufacturability, serviceability) are adequately represented by those present, the voice 
of the customer is well understood and represented, and everyone shares a common view of the 
direction or mission of the project. Less used methods, such as the Pugh concept selection method,xvi 
increase the analytical rigor of the concept selection process but may be seen as overly bureaucratic 
or painfully slow and detailed.  
 The students’ lessons learned begin to shed some light on this critical activity. Whereas 
business and engineering students are generally taught to make decisions based on facts or statistics, 
design students are generally taught to make decisions based on intuition or gut feeling. Anecdotal 
evidence suggests that the Myers Briggs profiles of business, engineering, and design students 
display this distinction as well. Business and engineering students tend to have more thinking and 
judging styles, while design students tend to be better characterized as feeling and perceiving. This 
divergence in approaches and cognitive styles often caused difficulty for the teams during the concept 
selection stage. “In the concept selection process, assigning the ratings and weights to each selection 
criteria is very subjective”. Some students found it difficult to “remain detached from concepts, but stay 
focused when choosing” and that “concept selection is more difficult when many people are voting”.  

Some teams used selection matrices to make decisions as the team was having difficulty 
coming to consensus on their own. Other teams used them as a test bed, to test the decision they had 
already made. Though some individuals still felt that “gut feeling can be a good indicator of an idea’s 
viability” a larger number of students realized that “decision matrices are useful tools, but must be 
refined and interpreted as any statistical framework”. Going back to “solicit opinions of representative 
customers” in this phase was perhaps the strongest lesson learned. “The product that the group felt 
was the best was not the best for the customer”. “Concept selection can be very arbitrary when you 
have a room full of engineers, MBAs and designers. Let the customer decide.” This link back to the 
customer was an important breakthrough for many of the teams as they were able to use the 
customer as a point to rally around, speed up, and make very clear the concept selection process. 

Concept selection is a critical, but often ill-understood step in the innovation process. 
Successful concept selection requires that participants be clear about, and share understanding of, 
the selection criteria, and that they are careful not to overweight feasibility over originality. Using more 
explicit, quasi-analytical methods for concept selection helps. Involving customers in concept testing 
and evaluation keeps a focused on customer needs rather than on its own internal criteria. 

 
Prototyping and Testing 
 
Project teams spend an average of 77% of their time on experimentation and related analysis to 
resolve uncertainties including: technical uncertainty that arises from the exploration of materials, 
production uncertainty that exists when they don’t know if something can be efficiently, effectively 



produced, need uncertainty that is created by rapidly changing customer needs, and market 
uncertainty that comes from the dynamics of the marketplace.xvii Testing and experimentation is thus 
a critical tool for new product development teams. Although the students in these innovation classes 
generally engage in only one large experimental cycle, new product and service development is 
arguably an iterative process of ongoing experimentation and testing.xviii As Alex Lee, president of 
OXO says "Everybody talks about their successes, but the failures, the mistakes, are the most 
interesting things. Our wrong assumptions lead to the best learning."xix

The students noted that it was vital to “get to testing early” and that “even incomplete 
prototypes can be very informative”. “A prototype tells you how it will work, but using the prototype 
shows you how it really works”. ”Consumers don’t always know what they want at first, but they know 
what they like”. They were often “amazed at how different people use the same product and see 
radically different sides of it” and learned that “how a prototype is presented may bias a user’s 
opinions”. The ability to target prototypes effectively allowed the teams to link the prototyping to areas 
focused on the customer, in addition to manufacturing and robust performance. “Making extreme 
models and showing them separately allow one to see the strengths and weaknesses of each model; 
using this information, one can integrate parts of each extreme model to build one, efficient model to 
accommodate various needs.” 

Many teams noted that testing with the user revealed flaws in their design that brought them 
back to the table, but that in the long run “rapid prototyping is a robust method to narrow in on the use 
needs and evaluate how product design satisfies user needs”. Teams engaged in paper prototyping, 
mechanical prototyping (works-like), aesthetic prototyping (looks-like), and even experience 
prototyping (systems and retail experiences). In each case, the testing process engaged the teams in 
ways they did not expect but all teams agreed that “proper prototype testing is essential for good 
feedback” and that “some of the best ideas come out through testing.” 

Rapid prototyping technologies used in the practitioner environment are often cost prohibitive 
for multiple iterations and thus often left out of the development process due to constrained budgets. 
Customer testing at the prototype stage is rarely utilized in the practitioner world due to cost and 
accessibility issues. These barriers often result in solutions that, once past the research and concept 
development stage, are often not tested again on customers until the product is on the shelf. The 
teams in this course learn the value of inexpensive, iterative prototype testing and the value of getting 
feedback from the customer all along the development process. In sum, prototyping and testing, used 
throughout the innovation process, provide critical feedback to the development team, and are an 

portant way to engage customers. im
  
Organization and Team Dynamics Learning 
 
There is a long history of organizational behavior research that describes two stylized organizational 
structures: a “mechanistic” structure works best under stable conditions such that it is possible to 
allocate tasks according to formal job descriptions, formal information systems, and standard 
procedures. As uncertainty increases, however, more “organic” structures are required that allow for 
ongoing adjustment and redefinition of tasks as required.xx Many have argued that highly innovative 
environments require organic organizational designs. Recent research suggests closer examination of 
organic structures, and finds that while fluid definition of tasks is associated with rapid response to 
change, fluid definition of the mission of the team is detrimental to team performance.xxi

The student teams in new product development classes are classic examples of highly fluid, 
organic teams. They often operate without designated leaders, or are led by students managing 
without authority. They assert that, on the one hand, “successful teams don’t always have a clear 
leader or hierarchy” and that “shared leadership can make a team more unified.” On the other hand, 
they found that “leadership, rotating, constant, or otherwise is imperative” and importantly that 
“sometimes someone has to be bossy.” For these highly organic teams to be successful, particularly 
lacking strong hierarchical leadership, they require shared visions of what they are trying to 
accomplish, in this case in the form of a mission statement as discussed earlier.xxii   



The students learned that ”team building takes time,” particularly in “understanding 
everyone’s strengths and skills. Often our ‘specialties’ are not our [team’s] strongest need.” They 
recommend that teams “have a framework for MBAs and engineers to learn how each other work” 
such as the Myers-Briggs and cognitive style tests that we use to launch the new teams each 
semester. Through such tests and explicit attention to one another’s skills, they learned that “none of 
us had all competencies but everybody was useful at every step.” “The synergy of a jelled cross-
functional team brings to the table a variety of expertise and creative brain power. When combined 
and focused, any problem will be solved.”  

Increasingly, practitioner teams are taking on the same organic form as innovation is taking 
place across organizational and geographic boundaries with no single person wielding universal 
authority over the effort.xxiii Thus, the students’ lessons learned have wide applicability in industry. A 
comment from long-term design coach, Darrel Rhea (Cheskin) makes this clear. “The biggest 
problem the kids have is facing the different ways of thinking their respective disciplines have. 
They are not used to collaborating period, and even less experienced to collaborate with other 
people who think differently. These breakdowns in leadership, process, teamwork, and 
collaboration are the identical ones I see experienced by professionals. The designer wants to go 
draw in the corner or assert the answer from a creative standpoint, the engineer wants explicit 
definitions on functional challenges, the MBA wants to control it, and so forth. These teams mimic 
the real-world realities they will face. So it is the interpersonal dynamics surrounding diversity that 
auses the most breakdowns and present the most compelling opportunities for growth.” c
   
Conclusion 
 
Innovation is critical to the growth of most industries, and on a grander scale to national well being.  
The fact that China is investing in dozens of new design schools, and is training ten times as many 
designers as is the U.S. acknowledges the importance of design to national competitiveness. The 
integrative, multidisciplinary classes on design and innovation are critical to educating U.S. students 
on both the design process and the team dynamics associated with the design process. But, the 
lessons learned in those classes are ones that are highly relevant to industrial practitioners as they 
learn to become innovative once again. In short, “This is hard. Product development is a difficult 
process requiring keen insight, open and creative minds, commitment to process, reliable data, and 
team negotiation.”  
 
Table 1. Schools offering integrated courses on new product design and development. 
 

Year First Offered Schools Name of Course(s) Departments Involved 
1988 Carnegie Mellon University Integrated Product Development Business, Engineering, 

Design 
1993 Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology  
Rhode Island School of Design  

Product Design and Development Business, Engineering, 
Design 

1995 University of California, Berkeley 
California College of Arts 

Managing the New Product 
Development Process 

Business, Engineering 
Industrial Design 

1995 University of Michigan Integrated Product Development Business, Engineering 
1998 North Carolina State University 

began 
Integrated New Product Development 
Lab 

Business, Engineering, 
Industrial Design 

2000/ 
2001 

Arizona State University Cross-functional Research Planning 
and Design, Cross-functional 
Conceptual Prototyping 

Business 
Industrial Engineering 
Industrial Design 

2002 University of Illinois at Chicago Interdisciplinary Product Development Business, Engineering, 
Industrial Design 

2003 Columbia University 
Parsons School of Design 

Design and Marketing of Luxury 
Products 

Business, Design 

 (Source: Corporate Design Foundation, http://www.cdf.org/ed_multidisciplinary.php, May 22, 2006) 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.cdf.org/ed_multidisciplinary.php


Table 2. Lessons learned by category.  
 

Year  
Mission 
Statement 

Customer/ User 
Needs 

Concept 
Generation 

Concept 
Selection 

Prototyping and 
Testing Total 

2000 13 53 18 18 28 130 
2001 11 52 37 27 13 140 
2002 7 33 13 21 24 98 
2003 13 69 27 14 22 145 
2004 15 43 27 13 18 116 
2005 29 23 16 13 14 95 
Total 88 273 138 106 119 724 

 12% 38% 19% 15% 16%  
 
 
 
Figure 1. Semantic Coherence at Stages of Development (S1 = Preliminary investigation, S2 = 
Detailed investigation, S3 = Development and S4 = Testing and Validation) (Shuang Song, Andy 
Dong, Alice Agogino, Time Variance of Design "Story Telling" in Engineering Design Teams, 
Proceedings of the International Conference on Engineering Design (ICED), the Design Society, 
2003.) 
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